Impact of Race on Outcome of Patients Undergoing Rhythm Control of Atrial Fibrillation.
Racial disparities between African American (AA) and White patients have been documented in cardiovascular disease. We investigated whether these disparities exist in patients undergoing rhythm control for atrial fibrillation (AF). 5873 AF patients (241 AA) were followed to the endpoint of death, stroke, or AF recurrence. Invasive procedures for AF rhythm control were examined in both racial groups. Over a mean follow-up time of 40 months, AA patients had a higher adjusted risk of death [HR 1.39, 95% CI 1.00-1.92, p = 0.043] and stroke [HR 1.90, 95% CI 1.13-3.15, p = 0.013] but a lower risk of AF recurrence [HR 0.79, 95% CI 0.63-0.97, p = 0.026]. In addition, AA patients were less likely to undergo AF ablation (p = 0.006) or surgical maze (p = 0.032) procedures compared to White patients, possibly due to the lower rates of AF recurrence. Significant racial disparities exist in the management and outcomes of AA and White patients undergoing rhythm control management for AF.